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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Krech Ojard’s versatile Structural Group provides innovative
and comprehensive structural design solutions for any
construction project. From bridge engineering to marine
structures; from transit systems to infrastructure, commercial
buildings, and industrial facilities; our clients, public and
private, benefit from our diverse areas of expertise.
We enjoy the challenges presented by unique projects and
pride ourselves on our abilit y to find the most innovative and
effective solutions possible, while still maintaining our costeffective, value-focused approach to projects.
Whether the undertaking involves a bridge, convention
center, or a boat terminal, let Krech Ojard & Associates help
span the distance bet ween your dreams and realit y.
BUILDING DESIGN AND ASSESSMENTS
KOA structural engineers work with and consult with third
part y architects and clients to design structural building
elements for commercial, retail, institutional, and historic
preservation building projects.
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND ASSESSMENTS
Working within some of the largest industrial environments
has brought hands on experience to our team of structural
engineers. Our clients facilities and needs are unique and
we provide unique solutions and value added engineering.
From cat walks, slabs, foundations, load ratings and roofing
systems, to equipment supports, kiln towers, and shiploaders,
Krech Ojard engineers have the experience and drive to
handle the complicated nature of heav y industrial facilities.
Krech Ojard’s structural engineers are adept at working with
large scale transshipment facilities and mining machines or
equipment. Whether it’s gantr y cranes or conveyor
shiploaders at a port, or large scale earth and material
movers at a mine, our engineers are backed by experience
with these structures.
STRUCTURAL M ARINE ASSESSMENTS
Working with or as the certified divers of the Marine Group,
Krech Ojard structural engineers assess existing underwater
structures and design solutions from a breadth of real world,
industr y specific experiences.
SPECIALTY ENGINEERING
Krech Ojard is continually working to expand our service
areas and experience. Our structural engineers’ varied
project experience set creates opportunities in other
emerging markets and also into unique established markets
that have developing needs for more extensive engineering
services or advanced completion schedules. These situations
are made for Krech Ojard professionals and our structural
engineers are up to the task.

ROTARY RAIL CAR DUMPER INSTALLATION Minnesota

Structural assessments and design are necessar y for almost
any successful facilit y, no matter how unique. From
Telecommunication towers to zoological parks and
containment systems, to underwater assessments and large
equipment installations and more, Krech Ojard structural
engineers are ready.

PHILADELPHIA ZOO MULTIPLE PROJECTS
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Krech Ojard & Associates (KOA) provided structural design
services to CLR Design (Philadelphia, PA) for new and unique
animal exploration trails at the Philadelphia Zoo. This project
included enclosed pathways for small primates, apes and
carnivores, as well as bears in the future. KOA provided
customized, engineered solutions with a focus on aesthetics
and reducing construction costs to help CLR Design realize
the Philadelphia Zoo’s vision.
The small primate exploration trail is an elevated, enclosed
mesh trail connecting similar exploration trails to the
existing orangutan trail system. KOA was responsible for
engineering steel support posts, footings, and mesh rigging
systems. The ape exploration trail is an elevated box truss
system connecting the gorilla yard to the existing orangutan
trail system. It also included the design of a demonstration
feeding platform and two transfer vestibules. The structural
design completed by KOA built upon the existing orangutan
trail system with an eye to improve aesthetics, schedule, and
cost. KOA was also responsible for engineering the carnivore
exploration trails, which include a mesh ground trail along
Bird Lake, an elevated Vierendeel truss trail, and a curved
pipe bridge trail for carnivores crossing above the zoo’s
main path. The structures, trails, and included vestibules
allow the animals a much greater range of travel to explore
new environments, while providing an intriguing, up close
visitor experience.
KOA also provided engineering services for the roof retrofit of
two big cat enclosures. Through the addition of mesh roofing
to the lion and tiger enclosures, all of the big cats can occupy
any of the enclosures for exhibit flexibility and rotation.

MINNESOTA POWER
BOSWELL ENERGY
CENTER
Cohasset, Minnesota

BNSF ALLOUEZ
STACKER ASSESSMENT
& REPAIRS
Superior, Wisconsin

STAPLES DISTRIBUTION
CENTERS
Various Locations

Krech Ojard structural engineers, as well as mechanical
and civil engineers, have provided engineering services on
the Boswell Energy Center for repeat customer, Minnesota
Power. At the Boswell plant, Krech Ojard engineers have
recently been involved in numerous upgrades, such as:

BNSF and Lunda Construction Company had concerns related to
corrosion and structural deficiencies in BNSF’s McDowell Wellman
Stacker, constructed in the 1960’s, at the Allouez taconite storage yard
in Wisconsin. Krech Ojard performed visual assessments and nondestructive testing for a limited structural evaluation on the stacker and
related equipment. 3D laser scanning was also performed on the site to
aid in current and future needs. Other services included:

Hired for the civil and structural design of renovations to Staples
distribution and fulfillment centers throughout the nation:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit #3 & #4 structural modifications
Soot blower installations
SOFA duct installation
Coal pipe resupport
Access and plat for modifications
Combustor installations

•
Comparative demand/capacity analysis was complete on the “C”
frame and the primary crossover girders.
•Fatigue considerations were limited to comparison of the proposed
repairs to the original construction detailing to minimize increases to
fatigue susceptibility in the future

		•

		•
		•
		•
		•
		•
		•
		•
		•
		•

Foundations, slabs & roof systems
High-bay racking foundations
Loading docks
Mez zanine addition (20,000 sf)
Storm water management
Equipment protection
Design reviews, evaluations and recommendations
Framing modifications
Robotic equipment loads review
Flow process for coordinating automated material handling

CHIPPEWA FALLS SAND PLANT
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard & Associates was retained by Cedar Falls
Building Systems, Inc (CFBSI) for engineering services from
the preparation of preliminary flow sheets through final
construction documents for a 2.6 million tons per year frac
sand processing facility.
Upon completion of flow sheets, Krech Ojard began design
of the plant layout and process. The project included multidisciplined coordination of civil, structural, mechanical,
electrical, piping, scheduling, process flow diagram (PFD),
and piping and instrumentation design (P&ID) engineering.
Design components for the plant include:
• Foundation and Structural Steel Design
• Conveyors and Elevators
• Material Handling Equipment
• Piping
• Rail and Truck Dumps
• Raw and Processed Sand Storage
• Electrical Power
• Control Systems
• Scheduling
The frac sand facilit y was a fast track design/build method

GRAYMONT KILN #5
& PLANT EXPANSION
Superior, Wisconsin

OLMSTED DAM
Olmsted, Illinois

Krech Ojard was hired to design all of the refractor y, process, and
storage equipment on pile and helical anchor deep foundations,
to support the installation of a new kiln #5, a state of the art
high efficiency pre-heater lime kiln. Additional work focused on
development of “Balance of Plant” process flow, conveyor systems, silo
dust control, dust collector upgrades, crushing and screening
operations, material re-claim tunnel, integrated rail and truck
load-out systems, as well as significant structural modifications to
existing buildings to support the new process equipment.

Provided construction support engineering, design and modeling to
Washington Group/Alberici. Services have been implemented on a
variety of projects, including SolidWorks modeling and placement
drawing development of SBS-1 reinforcing steel, embedded metals
shop drawings for SBS-1, SBS-2, and SS-1, Cell ‘A’ deconstruction,
sheet pile handling systems, and on-site staffing for internal WGA
project support. Demonstrated an ability to work effectively
with WGA’s project group. Familiar with the overall scope and
requirements of working on this multi-year, challenging project and
have the technical experience to deliver high-quality design and
support services.

RAPAT GMHR
CONVEYOR
Dickinson, North Dakota

Krech Ojard provided engineering services to RAPAT Corporation
for a 80ft tall bucket elevator support tower and bents for a
sand storage and rail transload facilit y client in Dickinson, North
Dakota. KOA structural engineers also supported RAPAT with
conveyor lift points, connection detailing, and for the elevating
of the rail line. Services included performing structural analysis
of the tower, develop estimated loads for a future conveyor, and
reviewing Solid Works models of the tower prior to fabrication.

CARMEUSE
LIMESTONE SCREENING
& SHIPLOADING SYSTEM
Michigan

Krech Ojard provided integrated engineering services for
the design of a limestone screening and shiploading system
to replace an existing system that is near the end of its
serviceable life. This project involved a measured design
approach including preliminary phases to incorporate
required design features and evaluate budgetary constraints.
Civil and structural engineering included:
• deep micropile foundations
• 140’ cantilevered shuttle truss for shiploading
• f oundations and structural steel design for three buildings.
Mechanical engineering included:
• 
s imulation and design of 5,000 stph bulk material
handling systems
• conveyance, screening & chutes
• 8,250 gpm slurr y pumping systems
• ship loader truss indexing drives
Electrical engineering included:
• power distribution
• 
S hort Circuit analysis, demand load, load flow,
equipment sizing, transformer spec and design.
• s witchgear and MCC design and purchase specifications
• c able - conduit schedule, cable tray layout and Revit 3D
ACAD modeling.

IRON MINING PROJECT
Minnesota

XSTRATA NICKEL
Bonao, Dominican Republic

ROTARY CAR DUMPER
ERECTION
Silver Bay, Minnesota

Krech Ojard provided complete structural, mechanical, civil,
electrical and metallurgical support for the addition of a scavenger
circuit to an existing plant, as well as engineering for other projects
such as a three mile slurry pipeline, new reclaim building and
additional plant feed conveyors.

Contracted by Xstrata Nickel through representatives of Metso
Minerals to investigate foundation issues associated with existing
support piers for each of two rotary driers located at the Falconbridge
plant in Bonao, Dominican Republic. KOA later progressed with the
design of a new Micropile foundation system to shore and support the
existing dryer foundations. Krech Ojard representatives first performed
a review of related drawings, photo, and video documentation before
traveling to maximize the data collection once on-site. KOA then
traveled to the Falconbridge plant to evaluate the existing foundations
and mechanical components under varying operating capacities. Soil
conditions and foundations were pinpointed as requiring correction
and options were recommended.

Krech Ojard partnered with Lakehead Constructors to provide
the installation of a new tandem rotar y car dumper using a
unique rolling truss transfer system. The truss was designed to
support the erection, lateral transfer and positioning of the new
270,000 lb mechanical assembly. Retired ore cars were modified
to support the truss and allowed for three-dimensional rotation
as the assembly moved up a hill and around a curve into the
building. The design included a mobile jacking system to transfer
the assembly from the staging area onto the primar y tracks and a
temporar y trestle to bridge the open dump pit.

UNITED TACONITE
MUSTANG FLUXED PELLET
IRON ORE MINE MODIFICATIONS
Forbes, Minnesota

Krech Ojard was initially secured by Cleveland- Cliffs (CC)
and United Taconite’s iron ore mine to conduct scoping and
feasibility level studies. Based on initial findings and recommendations, a decision was made to move forward with
complete design development and construction to install new
equipment, repurpose existing equipment, and make necessary process modifications to produce a highly fluxed pellet
at the existing mine facility.
An initial scoping study evaluated fluxstone delivery, storage,
reclaim, and delivery options to an existing regrind mill. The
feasibility level study included the original scoping items as
well as additions to plant processing required to incorporate
production modifications to produce a Flux Pellet. A decision
to move into design development was the result.
Design development included additional rail storage track
and unloading capacity, limestone storage and reclaiming
to existing grinding equipment, modification of existing ball
mill circuit to produce limestone slurry at the required size and
production volume, additional slurry storage capacity, and
the installation of a new vacuum filtering system that integrated into both new and existing taconite production systems.
In addition to completing design for the electrical, mechanical, structural, and civil components of the material handling
and processing systems, KOA also played an integral role
in the development of equipment specifications and process
design development through interaction between CC staff,
equipment suppliers, and KOA process engineers. The information developed through this process was used in conjunction with other development tools like 3D modeling and laser
scanning to complete equipment layout and coordination of
new and existing process equipment and detailed calculations required for pumping, vacuum, screening, conveyance,
and storage systems. Construction completed in 2017 and
production of fluxed pellets started that summer.

INTERFLOUR VIETNAM
Vung Tau, Vietnam

Designed 110’ grain intake and distribution towers for supporting
mass scales, distribution heads, conveyor head and tail sections,
and sorting screens to support ship unloading. Design was
accomplished using JIS metric standards and materials and
included vibration analysis. Preliminar y design reactions of both
towers and truss bent reactions were provided to accommodate
early fabrication of concrete piles. Also designed a truss supported
150m long tripper conveyor with integral shuttling cross conveyor
designed to fill 96m wide bulk storage bays with various grain
commodities. Created fully integrated 3D models of the conveyor
to simultaneously resolve interferences, create fabrication drawings
and part take offs.

TERRA CONSULTING
Various Locations

Worked
directly
with
the Terra Consulting Group for over five years to provide detailed
designs for cellular antenna installations on water storage units,
building facades, and roof top equipment support platforms and
frames. The two firms have worked together on hundreds of cellular
antenna installations and inspections.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment enclosure support
Shelter foundation
Antenna shelter wall mounts
Antenna mounting design on water storage tanks
Water storage tank loading effects
Coaxial cable support and penetration design
Inspection of existing water storage tanks

GENERAL MILLS
TRANSFER HOUSE
BIN ASSESSMENT
Superior, Wisconsin
Completed a visual structural assessment of the interior of two bins in
the S-House. The intent of the assessment was to determine the present
condition, and determine if the bins can be safely used for grain transfer.
The S-House is a pile supported masonry, steel and wood structure
immediately adjacent to a slip in the St. Louis Bay in Superior, Wisconsin.
The structure is arranged with a stone and concrete basement; wood
flooring at the ground, bin, chute, and scale levels; steel plate bins, and
steel paneling for the walls and roof. KOA visited the site to make visual
observations and limited thickness measurements of the primary structural
elements inside the bins. Access, confined space permitting, and standby rescue was provided from the bin floor level down into the grain
storage bins between the ship load-out on the west side and rail load-out.
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